AbramWilson: Two English Lafies in NewYork
there was the Moving Image and Recorded
Sound Division where we were helped out by
Alison Quammie and listened to Philippa's
performances, interviews and talks as well as an
interview with her parents after her death, who
spoke about having established the Philippa
Schuyler Memorial Foundation. And finally,

ulti-award-winning New
Orleans trumpete! vocalist and
composer, Abram \7ilson, was
one of the UKs most prominent
contemporary jazz musicians, composers and
educators. Before Abram died he said that he
still had so much he wanted to do, and we see
the fruition of his unfinished project, Philippa,

there was the Photographs and Prints Division,
run by the lovely MaryYearwood where we
Iooked at hundreds of images of Philippa from a
baby upwards.
During our time at the Schomburg Center,

the first step in making those ambitions a
reality. Abram, moved by her story, had written
a series of tunes inspired by Philippa's life.
He had opened the door to a lost story about
an artist's struggle with success and identity.
Abram was keen to continue Philippa's legary
and his gift for storytelling, fantastic music and
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an exciting young band had already proven
appealing to a wide range ofaudiences who had
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sampled Philippa.
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Abram was in the middle of touring
Philippawhen he was suddenly admitted into
the hospital on 25th May 2012. His band had
an extensive tour booked during the summer
and another 10 dates confirmed for the autumn
with more in the pipeline. Abram had planned
to record the Philippa album at the beginning
ofJuly ready for an October 2012 release.
Additionally, he had just completed a two-week
futs Council Englard funded development
process, exploring the theatrical possibilities

of

the piece.

Having sPent ten years in the UK forging

1

his career, Abram was planning to take Philippa
to the States and re-establish himself as a jazz
artist in his own country. He truly believed in
the potential of this project to move and impact
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audiences, both musically and theatrically'...
\7e began our first day in an adorable
little cafe in Harlem, which basically became

our pit stop on the way to the Schomburg
Center for the rest of the week. It was the first

ofmany conversations about the project where
we discussed what we felt we needed to do to
make ir happen and how we were going to move
forwards without Abram.
Our days consisted of research in the
Schomburg Center, split berween three
departments. The first was the Manuscripts,
Archives and Rare Books Division with the
amazingly helpfirl Diana Lachatanere and

Miranda Mims. It was here that we got to go
through a lot ofPhilippa's scores, her novels,
letters, and random notes and thoughts. Then

Diana Lachatanere got in touch with the author
of Composition in Bkck andWhite,Katherine
'We
Talalay (a biography of Philippa Schulyer).
managed to arrange a meedng that afternoon.
I was pretty overwhelmed at the thought of
finally coming face to face with the woman who
had unknowingly been the catalyst for Abram's
project and the reason we were in New York'
Our days in New York were not without
their moments of sadness and we thought about
Abram the whole time we were there' It was his

trip and I wish he could have made it. However,
we both felt very strongly that he was there in
spirit, helping us to keep going arrd finding ways
of letting us know we were on the right path.
Abram would want us all to celebrate his
'We hope
life and feel good about the future.
you will support us and in so doing, keep
Abram's legacy and vision alive.

For more information, please visit the
Abram Wilson Foundation for Creative
Arts: abramwilson.com.

